Based on visibilities data recorded from 2004 to 2013, the minimum, maximum and mean values of extinction coefficients were determined and analyzed in a monthly basis, a yearly basis and also for the whole period of observation.
a b s t r a c t
Based on visibilities data recorded from 2004 to 2013, the minimum, maximum and mean values of extinction coefficients were determined and analyzed in a monthly basis, a yearly basis and also for the whole period of observation.
The extinction coefficients data are obtained for the 1330 and 1550 nm optical wavelengths and may be used inter alia for range and availability analyses of optical link for different weather conditions. The data are collected in the region of Dakar, but approach and model of investigation can be reproduced for other regions in Sahel, and in the World, for optical metrology and allied fields of study.
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Specifications table

Subject area
Physics, Chemistry, More specific subject area Free Optical communication, Optical signal metrology in atmosphere Type of data 
Value of the data
The present data will be of great usefulness and utility for the determination of optical signal range in atmosphere;
The data will help to analyze the range and availabity of free space optical systems over the time, as in a monthly, seasonal or yearly basis
The data can be used for optical communication power budget modelling, forecasting and planning.
The data can be used as support for comparison and survey of feasibility studies of optical applications in other regions, by professional and scientists.
Data
The datasets used in this work contain extinction coefficients for Dakar weather, from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2013. The datasets are minimum, maximum and mean values of extinction coefficients at 1330 and 1550 nm, presented respectively in Tables 1-3 . Also, lognormal approximations of monthly mean extinction coefficients presented in Table 4 and corresponding to 120 values of the ten years of observation are presented within two figures, noted Figs. 1 and 2. The extinction coefficients were estimated at both 1330 and 1550 nm by using a method called Kruse model. The data serve for survey, planning and optimization of free space optical communications systems and in general for optical metrology and spectroscopy in the near infra-red window.
The computed data, the modeling approach and the related precisions are described in this paper. 
Experimental design, materials and methods
The extinction coefficients data are derived from visibility measurements, recorded for a period of ten years, from 2004 to 2013. So extinction coefficient depends on absorption and scattering of the propagating optical signal in the earth's atmosphere [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Several following equations are used to obtain the extinction coefficient; before all, we have the atmospheric transmittance which is expressed by the beer-Lambert's law [1, 2, 4] :
And γ λ À Á is the extinction coefficient which is approximately taken to be equal to that produced only by the aerosols and is expressed as [3] [4] [5] [6] :
Coefficient q has been established within many experimental studies and may take the values below, subject to the visibility range, according to KRUSE [1, 4, 6, 7] q ¼
1:6
if V 4 50 km Table 4 represent the average extinction coefficient for each month, over the period from 2004 to 2013, corresponding to the 120 monthly values over the ten years of observation [8] .
Lognormal approximation and precision of data analyses for 1550 nm
A lognormal approximation of extinction coefficients data is performed at 1550 nm. A descriptive statistical analysis of the 120 values of extinction coefficient at the wavelength of 1550 nm is resumed in the Table 5 .
The data are analyzed again, in regard to see what kind of distribution, they may follow, and to provide a tool which is easy to use by professionals and other non-technical people. The lognormal approximation proposed is fitted with very good precision [8] . The values of the parameters of the lognormal approximation (3P) at 1550 nm are: σ ¼ 0.40726; m ¼ À3.9384;. ɣ ¼ 0.09615 and the number of bins used is 13; the cumulative distribution is fitted in the Fig. 1 .
Lognormal approximation and precision of data analyses for 1330 nm
A lognormal approximation of extinction coefficients data at 1330 nm is also performed; a descriptive statistical analysis of data is resumed in the Table 6 . The values of the parameters of the lognormal approximation (3P) at 1330 nm are: σ ¼ 0.40726;. m ¼ À3.7394; γ ¼ 0.11732 [8] . The cumulative distribution function is presented in Fig. 2 .
The goodness of the lognormal fit at the different wavelengths (1550 and 1330 nm) are estimated with very high precision ( Table 7) .
The goodness of lognormal (3P) fit for data at 1330 nm and 1550 nm are performed by using the method of Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
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